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ABSTRACT: A comprehensive three-dimensional picture of magnetic order-
ing in high-density arrays of segmented FeGa/Cu nanowires is experimentally
realized through the application of polarized small-angle neutron scattering.
The competing energetics of dipolar interactions, shape anisotropy, and
Zeeman energy in concert stabilize a highly tunable spin structure that
depends heavily on the applied field and sample geometry. Consequently, we
observe ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions both among wires
and between segments within individual wires. The resulting magnetic
structure for our nanowire sample in a low field is a fan with magnetization
perpendicular to the wire axis that aligns nearly antiparallel from one segment
to the next along the wire axis. Additionally, while the low-field interwire coupling is ferromagnetic, application of a field
tips the moments toward the nanowire axis, resulting in highly frustrated antiferromagnetic stripe patterns in the hexagonal
nanowire lattice. Theoretical calculations confirm these observations, providing insight into the competing interactions and
resulting stability windows for a variety of ordered magnetic structures. These results provide a roadmap for designing
high-density magnetic nanowire arrays for spintronic device applications.

KEYWORDS: magnetism, segmented nanowires, nanowire array, galfenol, polarization analyzed small-angle neutron scattering,
dipole interactions, magnetic coupling

H igh-density arrays of ferromagnetic nanowires are
critical to making next-generation 3D spintronic
technologies a reality. Among these highly desirable

device architectures is spin transfer torque-based racetrack
memory, which relies on the 3D scaling of arrays to increase
information density.1−4 In particular, segmented or thickness-
modulated nanowires have emerged very recently as exciting
routes toward magnetic memory.5,6 Beyond memory, arrays of
magnetostrictive nanowires are ideal as catalysts or functional
elements in nanoscale actuators and nanoelectromechanical
systems (NEMS) for biomimetic applications.7−14 Galfenol
alloys (Fe1−xGax, x = 0.1−0.4) have attracted a great deal of
interest for this purpose due to their high ductility, strength,
and giant magnetostrictive properties.15−17 Thus, engineering
high-density arrays of ferromagnetic nanowires is among the
most promising routes toward integrating nanostructures into
magnetic device architectures.7,10,18,19

A key step in realizing these devices is the demonstration of
large-area, highly uniform nanowire arrays, a milestone that we
have recently achieved through electrochemical deposition of
segmented FeGa wires.20−22 To attain the anticipated densities,

nanowires within the array must be in close proximity to each
other. Most theoretical treatments of 3D domain structures are
based on noninteracting wires, although some approach arrays
as continuums that vary from individual nanowires to thin films
as a function of porosity.23 Neither assumption is fully
appropriate for close-packed segmented nanowire arrays in
which the combination of intersegment and interwire
interactions results in the formation of long-range magnetic
correlations. Theoretical treatments by Agramunt-Puig et al.
noted that interwire and intersegment interactions have
important implications for collective behavior such as magnetic
reversal,24 but did not address the formation of long-range
magnetic structures in intermediate fields. Thus, the nature of
the magnetic configurations stabilized by competing inter-
actions in closely packed nanowire arrays is largely unexplored.
Intersegment interactions have been studied in individual
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nanowires, such as recent reports that show that competition
between shape anisotropy and intersegment magnetic inter-
actions in FeGa/Cu nanowires can be tuned by varying
segment aspect ratios.25−27 However, these individual nano-
wires were examined by scanning probe techniques, which
cannot be utilized for in situ magnetic characterization of
interactions throughout 3D nanowire arrays. Only a 3D
examination technique such as polarization-analyzed small-
angle neutron scattering (PASANS) can validate 3D ordering
from all competing energetics, such as segment shape
anisotropy, intersegment dipole interactions, and interwire
dipole interactions. Recently, SANS has been successfully used
to probe arrays of continuous magnetic nanowires.28−30

Napolskii et al.28 noted that SANS could compare magnetic
and structural periodicity, while Günther et al.29 and Maurer et
al.30 observed indications of nonuniform magnetization or
core/shell spin configurations within continuous nanowires.
Here, we present an exceptional 3D picture of magnetic

structures in high-density segmented FeGa/Cu magnetic
nanowires in an array, obtained using PASANS. We further
present a theoretical treatment that will form a basis for
engineering more complex functional magnetic structures. We
show that the interactions and anisotropies of segmented
nanowires in arrays are controlled by the aspect ratios of the
FeGa and Cu segments. Depending on these ratios, the
magnetic easy axis of the array can be rotated relative to the
nanowire axis, as found by Piraux,23 and the segments will
correspondingly interact to varying degrees. The interwire
interactions greatly impact high-density applications, where
each nanowire is expected to contain independent information.
The magnetic morphologies resulting from these complex
interactions are difficult to measure with standard character-
ization tools; yet the sensitivity of neutrons to magnetic
moments provides an avenue for such interactions to be
observed, as will be demonstrated here.

RESULTS

High-density arrays of segmented FeGa/Cu nanowires (Figure
1a) were prepared by electrodeposition into porous anodic
aluminum oxide (AAO).20,21 As shown in Figure 1b, the pores
are ordered over ∼1 μm in a 2-D hexagonal lattice but do not
retain longer range order across the entire sample. Pore and
nanowire diameters were engineered to be 35 nm,20 while
interwire spacing was maintained at 100 nm. On the basis of

past results, the standard deviation in segment length is
expected to be less than 3%.20 By adjusting the deposition
potential, the relative deposition rates of the constituent
materials can be precisely tuned, resulting in co-deposition of
nanowires with less than 1% percent contamination from
adjacent segments.31 This control is accomplished through low
concentrations of the more noble metal in the synthesis
electrolyte. Here, FeGa segments with 80:20 = Fe:Ga were
spaced by pure Cu segments.21 The intersegment periodicity
was determined through scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) measurements, where the Z contrast
was observed in Figure 1c by high-angle annular dark field
(HAADF) imaging and by energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS), where the Cu−K signal peaks alternated with the Fe−K
and Ga−K peaks on the line scan performed over the nanowire
(inset). STEM confirms that the segments are relatively
uniform and the interfaces are locally well-defined. Statistical
analysis of approximately 100-layer images reveals that the
FeGa/Cu segment thicknesses were (11.6/5.0)350 nm with a
superlattice periodicity of 16.6 ± 1.5 nm. Unless otherwise
noted, all uncertainties and error bars represent ±1 standard
deviation.
Although each nanowire has a very high aspect ratio (length/

width), the aspect ratio of each individual segment is low. In
isolation, the shape anisotropy of such a flat structure favors
magnetization orientation in the plane of the “pancake”. The
collective behavior of the segments in an array is expected to be
much more complex and has consequently been characterized
using vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM). Using vector
coils, we measured the magnetization perpendicular and parallel
to an applied field swept between ±1 T (Figure 1d,e). A linear
response of the magnetization above a given applied field is
often associated with magnetic saturation with a paramagnetic
contribution from the system (e.g., the sample holder).
However, the alumina matrix is diamagnetic and the nanowire
arrays may have large demagnetizing dipolar interactions. Both
effects contribute to the negative slope of the magnetization at
high fields in Figure 1d. Since a fully reversible alignment of the
nanowire magnetization extending to extremely high fields may
result in a linear response, the saturation field for the nanowires
is unknown and cannot be determined from these magnet-
ization data. The sample does not appear to saturate at fields
below 1 T, as demonstrated by a net perpendicular magnet-
ization up to 1 T in both geometries.

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a high-density nanowire array with AAO removed. (b) SEM of the top of an AAO
template. (c) HAADF image of a FeGa/Cu nanowire with EDS line scan analysis for Fe and Cu superimposed on the measured region. (d)
Uncorrected magnetization parallel (blue) and perpendicular (red) to the nanowire axis vs applied field hysteresis loops measured using
vibrating sample magnetometry with the field applied along the nanowire axis or (e) perpendicular to the nanowire axis (1 memu = 1 nA·m2).
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Having probed the bulk magnetic response by VSM,
PASANS was utilized for a determination of the magnetic
and structural order present in the nanowire array.32−35

Measurements were performed on the NG7 SANS at the
NIST Center for Neutron Research, and a schematic of the
typical experimental arrangement with the nanowire axis and
applied magnetic field aligned along the X axis is presented in
Figure 2a. As described in the Experimental Section, scattering
trajectories along Qy are sensitive to the interwire spacing and
the corresponding magnetic correlations (as viewed perpen-
dicular to the nanowire axis), while trajectories along Qx are
sensitive to the intersegment structural and magnetic
morphology (as viewed parallel to the nanowire axis). The
spin selection rules for magnetic scattering of neutrons require
that magnetic scattering originates only from the component of
magnetization perpendicular to the scattering vector Q.36

In PASANS measurements,32,33 the spin state of the incident
and scattered neutrons can be selected with a supermirror
polarizer plus RF spin flipper and 3He spin analyzer,
respectively (see Experimental Section) allowing structural
and X, Y, Z magnetic scattering to be separated. In our notation
for the scattered intensity, two consecutive arrows (e.g., ↑↓)
indicate the up or down state of the neutron spin before and

after scattering from the sample, respectively. When both are
defined, the scattering data were obtained using full-polar-
ization (i.e., with both polarizer and analyzer). If only a single
arrow is present, then the half-polarization measurement was
performed with only a spin polarizer (i.e., no 3He spin
analyzer). For half-polarized scattering, ↑ ≡ ↑↑ + ↑↓ and ↓ ≡ ↓

↓ + ↓↑. Half-polarization has advantages of a larger accessible
Q-range and increased intensity, while full-polarization analysis
can unambiguously isolate the spin-flip (↑↓ or ↓↑) scattering
which is entirely magnetic and can be used to directly measure
the Y and Z magnetization components perpendicular to the
field, B, applied parallel to the X axis.
In this geometry, the following equations for PASANS

measurements with half-polarization32,33 show how scattered
intensity can expose variations in the nuclear structure (N)
and/or magnetization parallel (M∥) and perpendicular (referred
to as “in-plane”, Min‑plane) to B ∥ to the nanowire (X) axis:

↓ + ↑ = | | + | | + | |

≈ | | ≫

Q N Q M Q M Q

N Q N M N

[ ]( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) for (interwire variations)

y y x y z y

y

2 2 2

2
(1)

Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the beamline configuration for the PASANS measurements performed in this work. Although nanowires and
applied field are shown aligned along the primary direction of interest (X), measurements were also performed with the nanowires aligned
along the Y direction. (b) Typical unpolarized 2-D SANS pattern produced by this (11.6/5.0)350 nm sample with the geometry shown in part
(a). (c) Sum of the up and down intensities is proportional to |N(Qy)|

2 (eq 1), shown in black. Normalized |Mx(Qy)|
2 (eq 3) is obtained from

the difference (blue) of the up and down intensities for a cut through the scattering along Qy (interwire direction) at 700 mT. Black and blue
dashed lines show the theoretical peak locations for the structural and magnetic peaks, respectively. (d) Spin-flip scattering cut along the Qx

(intersegment) direction for a full-polarized measurement in the 7.5 mT field condition. (e) Spin-flip scattering cut along the Qy (interwire)
direction for a full-polarized measurement in the 7.5 mT field condition. The model fits shown in (d) and (e) are described in the Supporting
Information.
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The equations for the scattered intensity from PASANS
measurements with full polarization are32,33
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N(Q) and M(Q) refer to the Fourier transform of the nuclear
and magnetic scattering length density (SLD) over space,
respectively. X, Y, and Z subscripts of M specify the
magnetization direction, while subscripts of Q specify the
direction a Q-trajectory is taken through the data. The cos(ξ)
term is a measure of the correlation between the N(Q) and
Mx(Q) terms.

DISCUSSION

The most prominent features of the raw 2-D scattering shown
in Figure 2b are large, clearly visible peaks along the Y axis. This
band of high intensity primarily represents structural scattering
corresponding to interwire spacing, as shown in Figure 2c. In
the structural scattering (|N(Qy)|

2) extracted using eq 1, we
observe three peaks originating from the (100), (110), (200),
and (120) planes of a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice with
an interwire spacing of 100 nm, confirming the high-quality,
short-range structural order in these nanowire arrays. To
emphasize the magnetic scattering along the Qy (interwire)
direction, a difference of ↓ − ↑ intensity divided by |N(Qy)| (eq
3) in a 700 mT field is also plotted in Figure 2c. As expected,
the component of the magnetization parallel to the magnetic
field (Mx(Qy)) is large, while Mz(Qy) and My(Qy) (see Figure
S9d) are negligibly small. However, the magnetic peaks in
Figure 2c do not index to the structural scattering positions, but
instead index to half-order positions [(1/2,0,0), (1/2,1,0), and
(1/2,2,0)], indicating that the periodicity of Mx (M ∥ H) is
twice that of the interwire spacing. Thus, at 700 mT the
arrangement of the ordered portion of the Mx spins must either
have a net moment ∥ H alongside some form of
antiferromagnetic interwire coupling or defects within a
dominant antiferromagnetic interwire morphology such that
cos(ε) ≠ 0 (eq 3 and Supporting Information). We expect
these peaks to be replaced with peaks commensurate with
|N(Qx)|

2 as the applied field is increased and the wire
magnetization approaches saturation. The same magnetic
peaks (shown in Figure S8) are less intense at 7.5 mT and
have largely disappeared closer to saturation in 1500 mT,37−46

indicating that the antiferromagnetic order between wires thus
appears to be maximized near approximately 700 mT (Figure
2c). The absence of ferromagnetic peaks at the structural peak
locations indicates that the system is not completely saturated

even at 1500 mT, consistent with the linear response of the
magnetization evident in high fields (Figure 1d).
Scattering from the magnetization perpendicular to the field

(My and Mz) is evident in the spin-flip channels at 7.5 mT, as
shown in Figure 2d and e, viewed along Qx (intersegment
direction) and Qy (interwire direction), respectively. The
scattering is strong, indicating that a large fraction of the
FeGa moments are aligned perpendicular to the nanowire axis.
(My and Mz are hereafter referred to as “in-plane”.) Focusing
first on the interwire in-plane magnetic structure, the spin-flip
peaks in Figure 2e (eq 5) index to the structural (100) and
(110) or (200) interwire spacings, consistent with ferromag-
netic alignment of perpendicular components of the magnet-
ization from one nanowire to the next. Thus, while Mx (parallel
to the wire axis) interacts antiferromagnetically between wires,
interwire coupling for My and Mz (in-plane) is ferromagnetic.
Note that these spin-flip peaks (Figure 2e) appear only at low
fields (Figure S9d) as expected since high fields align the
magnetizations parallel to the nanowires.
Determination of the composite spin structure in low fields

requires consideration of the full 2D spin-flip scattering
patterns. Examining the in-plane magnetic structure along Qx,
we observe a well-defined peak in the spin-flip scattering
(Figure 2d) that is present at 7.5 mT but absent at 700 mT
(Figure S9). Accurate determination of this magnetic peak
position relative to the superlattice periodicity is crucial for
identifying the nature of the intersegment magnetic correla-
tions. From the data in Figure 2d and related scans, the
magnetic scattering peaks at 0.165 nm−1, corresponding to a
repeat length of 38 ± 2 nm along the nanowire axis. Half-
polarization SANS measurements, shown in the Supporting
Information,37 suggest a superlattice periodicity of 17 ± 5 nm,
in excellent agreement with the periodicity extracted from TEM
images (16.6 ± 1.5 nm). We therefore conclude that the
magnetic periodicity corresponds to 2.1 ± 0.3 superlattice
repeats. This periodicity suggests antiferromagnetic order along
the wire axis of the in-plane moments in adjacent FeGa
segments. In other words, there are moments that are aligned
antiparallel from one FeGa/Cu pair to the next in low fields
(7.5 mT).
As discussed previously, ferromagnetic interwire correlation

peaks (Figure 2e) are found in the spin-flip channel centered
about Qx = 0 along Qy. (Note that the sample scattering at Qx =
0, Qy = 0 is obscured by the transmitted beam and instrument
beamstop.) The implicit appearance of spin-flip scattering at Qx

= 0 along Qx (intersegment direction) is indicative of a net in-
plane ferromagnetic moment, aligned parallel from one
interwire FeGa/Cu pair to the next, that coexists with the
intersegment antiferromagnetic order described above. Thus,
the features in Figure 2d and e are consistent with a composite
spin structure in which the in-plane moments form a fan along
the nanowire axis. Specifically, these and complementary full-
and half-polarization data can be described and approximately
fit32 with a model where the in-plane magnetization (in the YZ
plane) alternates approximately ±88.7° from one FeGa
segment to the next. The best agreement with the data in
Figure 2d is obtained when the magnetization components of
the fan at the same depth along the wire axis are aligned
ferromagnetically from one nanowire to the next. Although the
obtained fan angle is very close to pure antiparallel alignment,
the modeling is extremely sensitive to the deviation from pure
±90° canting, as the spin-flip structure factor and scattered
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intensity along Qy (Figure 2e) depend directly on the deviation
magnitude.
Combining the above information, proposed composite spin

structures for this sample in applied fields of 0 mT, 7.5 mT, and
0.7 T are shown in Figure 3b, c, and d, respectively. Specifically,
the zero-field state (not measurable with PASANS) is expected
to be fully antiferromagnetic along the nanowire axis, as
depicted in Figure 3b. The in-plane fan state that is stable in
low fields is schematically depicted in Figure 3c. On the basis of
energetic arguments and SANS data models (Supporting
Information32), we postulate that the fan state is induced by
a stray in-plane field component likely from a guide field (0.15
mT) used to maintain neutron spin transport. Moderate fields
(Figure 3d) rotate the magnetization toward the nanowire axis
through the Zeeman interaction.
We thus propose that the ground state of the segmented

nanowire array has two significant interwire interactions:
antiferromagnetic alignment of the “side-by-side” magnetic
units (both interwire and intersegment) and ferromagnetic
alignment of the “head-to-tail” magnetic units oriented in-plane
(Figure 3a). In very low fields, the ferromagnetic interwire and
antiferromagnetic intrawire interactions dominate (Figure 3b
and c) since the moments mostly align in the plane of the
“pancake”-shaped segments. As the applied field is increased to
moderate levels, the segment Zeeman energy favors moment
rotation toward the nanowire axis in moderate fields. At this
point antiferromagnetic interwire interactions among the

parallel moment components (Figure 3a) become significant
and stabilize a magnetic structure similar to that depicted in
Figure 3d. Although Figure 3d shows equal populations of
nanowires with the magnetization tipped parallel and
antiparallel to the applied field, the bulk magnetization and
our PASANS data both indicate that a net moment along the
nanowire axis also exists (i.e., the number of up and down
arrows are likely not equal). Upon increasing the field above 1.5
T, we expect that regions with short-range, ferromagnetically
correlated nanowires reversibly coalesce into a majority domain
with moments parallel to the field as shown in Figure 3e. This
magnetic state is, in fact, achieved in fields of 700 and 1500 mT
for a second nanowire sample with approximate FeGa/Cu
dimensions of (46.5/19.8)350 nm. Specifically, peaks in
PASANS measurements of Mx(Qy), shown in Figure S11,37

coincide with the structural peaks as expected for ferromagnetic
order.
The sensitivity of neutrons to magnetic moments enabled the

3D domain construction in Figure 3 to be elucidated. These
results are difficult to obtain by any other characterization
technique, yet they are very important to the design of high-
density magnetic arrays for memory and other applications.
To better understand the interplay between structure and

magnetism in these nanowires, we provide a theoretical
treatment of the proposed magnetic structure for the (11.6/
5.0)350 nm nanowire array.37 In general, the complex magnetic
properties of segmented nanowires result from the interplay

Figure 3. (a) Schematic showing the relevant ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) dipolar interwire (dashed) and intersegment
(solid) magnetic interactions alongside schematics of the proposed magnetic structure under a (b) zero, (c) small (7.5 mT), and (d) moderate
(700 mT) magnetic field applied along the nanowire axis. In (b) the magnetic moments of the FeGa segments lie in-plane (i.e., perpendicular
to the nanowires). In (c) they are canted to form a fan state along the nanowire axis but are ferromagnetically aligned from one wire to the
next. Note that the PASANS data suggest a slight tilting of the moments out-of-plane. In (d) the components parallel to the nanowire axis are
ferromagnetic between segments and antiferromagnetic among the wires. (e) Saturated magnetic state at 1500 mT for a second nanowire
sample with approximate FeGa/Cu dimensions of (46.5/19.8)350 nm.
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between dipolar interactions, Zeeman energy, intersegment
exchange interactions, and crystalline anisotropy.47 For FeGa
nanowires, the contributions from crystalline anisotropy are
insignificant. Further, RKKY exchange interactions through 5
nm of Cu are expected to be negligible due to the exponential
decrease in coupling as a function of Cu thickness. Depending
on segment geometry, energetics dictate that the FeGa
magnetization may order in either a flower or vortex state as
observed in 2-D arrays of cylinders, discs, and Ni/Cu
nanowires.12,48−50 The vortex state is more stable in cylinders
in which the magnetic segment height is a fraction of the
diameter.12,48−50 Since the two dimensions are comparable in
our system and our nanowire diameter is too small to contain a
vortex core in most field orientations, we consider only the
simplifying cases of magnetizations parallel and perpendicular
to the wire axis in our theoretical calculations.37

Consistent with investigations of related FeGa/Cu nanowire
arrays,21,26 these calculations, detailed in the Supporting
Information,37 reveal that the composite magnetic structure
of our nanowires follows directly from the competition between
Zeeman interactions (from the field applied parallel to the wire
axis) and three kinds of dipolar interactions: interwire,
intrasegment, and intersegment. For nanowires with FeGa/
Cu segment thicknesses of (11.6/5.0)350 nm, these combined
interactions favor in-plane magnetization in zero field and
antiferromagnetic interwire coupling of field-induced moments
parallel to the nanowire axis. In general, the expected behavior
is similar to the magnetic order established in arrays of point
dipoles, although the “pancake” segment shape gives rise to
significantly weaker dipolar interactions.17,51 Additionally, both
the ferromagnetic interwire coupling of in-plane moments and
the antiferromagnetic interwire coupling of parallel moments
for this sample are in agreement with theoretical expectations
for planes of ferromagnetic nanocylinders.47,52−54 The key
difference between the energetics of our segmented nanowire
array and these related cylinder structures is the importance of
intersegment dipolar forces that alter the easy-axis direction
(Figure S2) and give rise to antiferromagnetic correlations
among the in-plane magnetization components along the wire
axis (Figure S3), as experimentally observed using PASANS
(Figure 2d). Note that these antiferromagnetic correlations are
weak, as they coexist with ferromagnetic intersegment
correlations induced by a Zeeman interaction originating
from a very small field component perpendicular to the wire
axis.32

These calculations support experimental observations of a
gradual approach to magnetic saturation as the field is increased
(Figure 1d) and highlight two magnetic configurations that can
develop in the presence of an external field parallel to the
nanowire axis. In high fields the segment moments are fully
aligned along the nanowire axis, whereas below critical fields HC

A

and/or HC
B the moments are tipped at a uniform angle relative

to the nanowire axis. Specifically, the Mx components in all the
nanowire segments are parallel and equal in the first
configuration, which is stable below HC

A = M0 × 0.625.
Alternately, the second magnetic state, which is favorable below
HC

B ≈ M0 × 0.3, consists of alternating rows of wires with Mx

components of equal magnitude but opposite direction
(Figures 3d and S5). PASANS measurements for our system
show clear evidence (Figure 2c) of this second configuration
persisting in a field of 0.7 T, consistent with theoretical
estimates of HC

B ≈ 0.53 T − 0.60 T. The theoretical
determination of the equilibrium configuration for this

antiparallel interwire magnetic state is complicated by the
hexagonal symmetry of the alumina matrix (Figure S5). There
exists significant frustration since each wire cannot simulta-
neously satisfy the dipolar preference for antiparallel alignment
of the moments parallel to the wire axis with two closest
neighboring wires. Specifically, the checkerboard alignment that
occurs in square lattices is not possible in a hexagonal lattice.
This frustration undoubtedly contributes to the slow approach
to saturation (Figure 1d), which is associated with the
antiparallel alignment of the magnetization parallel to the
wire that persists to high fields (Figure S8). As in other
frustrated systems such as spin ice, it is likely that a wide range
of intermediate states, possibly canted (as experimentally
observed) or noncollinear, are stable in the field region 0 <
H < HC

B as a direct consequence of the competition between the
magnetic field and the dipolar interwire interaction.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we experimentally observed the complex
intersegment and interwire magnetic interactions in high-
density FeGa/Cu nanowire arrays, which are expected to serve
as a basis for 3D magnetic memory and nanomechanical
devices. Contrary to typical assumptions in the literature, we
observe significant dipolar interwire interactions that are
ferromagnetic for in-plane magnetization components and
antiferromagnetic for parallel segment moments. We performed
calculations of the Zeeman and dipole energies of the studied
system, establishing that the interwire interactions compete
with intersegment dipole interactions that are likely to be
antiferromagnetic for the nanowire dimensions used here. The
resulting 3D spin structure is surprisingly complex, reflecting
the delicate balance among the competing energetics in the
system. By incorporating additional control elements, such as
wire diameter or interwire spacing, even more intricate spin
structures can clearly be realized. This work not only illustrates
the striking power of PASANS for in situ analysis of magnetic
structures in nanoscale systems but also provides a model for
the design and study of scalable arrays of high-density magnetic
nanostructures. It thus has important ramifications for the
selection of array and segment geometry in the design of next-
generation spintronic, nanoelectromechanical, and nanobiomi-
metic devices.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Nanowire Deposition. Anodized aluminum oxide templates were
sputter-coated with back electrodes (20 nm Ti/200 nm Au). A
rotating holder was used to expose the pore openings of each sample
to the electrolyte while also connecting to the back electrode. This
coated AAO was then used as a working electrode vs a Pt counter
electrode in a standard three-electrode cell with a saturated calomel
electrode reference. FeGa/Cu segmented nanowires were then
electrodeposited using 35 mM Na3-citrate, 15 mM FeSO4, 17.5 mM
Ga2(SO4)3, and 1.5 mM CuSO4 at room temperature and pH = 3.75
(adjusted using NaOH). The sample was rotated at 1800 rpm while
the potential was alternated between −1.1 V (FeGa) and −0.8 V (Cu).

Electron Microscopy. The SEM images were taken at a 20 kV
acceleration field using a JEOL 6500. The nanowires are conductive
and do not require coating. For the AAO images, the back contacts
(for nanowire growth) were used together with Cu tape close to the
imaging to image without top coating. STEM and EDS was carried out
in a JEOL ARM 200F, operated at 200 kV, equipped with an EDX
octane detector (EDAX) working in line scan mode. Certain trade
names and company products are identified to specify adequately the
experimental procedure. In no case does such identification imply
recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of
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Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the products are
necessarily the best for the purpose.
SANS. For the small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) measure-

ments performed on NG7 at the NIST Center for Neutron Research,
the nanowires were exposed to a beam of 5.5 Å wavelength (λ)
neutrons with a spread of 12%. The neutrons were polarized with a
double-V super mirror (efficiency of 0.998) and flipped at will using an
RF flipper (efficiency of 0.993). In some of the measurements,
neutrons were also spin analyzed after scattering from the sample
using a polarized 3He filter (with time-dependent efficiency between
0.997 and 0.996). The data were corrected for time-dependent
polarization leakage and 3He transmission by the process described in
refs 27 and 28.32,33

As shown in the instrument schematic in Figure 2a, the nanowire
axes and applied magnetic fields of 0.0075, 0.7, and 1.4 T were
typically aligned along the X axis (i.e., perpendicular to the incident
neutron beam). The scattered neutrons were collected on a position-
sensitive area detector. The scattered intensity of a typical measure-
ment was plotted as a function of transverse wave vector Q (e.g., Figure
2) by taking rectangular cuts through the data along either the X or Y
direction. In the small-angle limit, the wavevector Q is defined as 4π θ/
λ in which 2θ is the angle of the scattering on the detector relative to
the incident beam direction (Z axis).
Unlike the typical samples probed with SANS, the nanowire arrays

presented in this work constitute a highly oriented system along the
nanowire axis but polycrystalline in the perpendicular direction. Thus,
certain geometric effects must be taken into account when performing
the SANS measurements and interpreting the scattering measured by
the flat two-dimensional detector (Figure 2a). If a sample is
rotationally invariant (i.e., polycrystalline), the scattering observed at
any given 2θ position on the detector is independent of the orientation
of the sample relative to the incident beam. For the nanowires aligned
parallel to the X axis, the interwire structure in the alumina matrix is
invariant in the Y−Z plane, and Qy = 4π θ/λ for scattering observed
along the Y direction as a function of Qy. However, the nanowire
structure is not uniform in the X−Z plane. Since the incident neutron
beam is fixed parallel to the Z axis, elastic scattering from the periodic
intersegment order is expected at Qx = 4π θ/λ only if the nanowires are
rotated about the Y axis by θ relative to the incident beam to satisfy
the Bragg scattering condition.
Thus, it is critical to ensure proper θ alignment of the nanowires

along the X axis. Maintaining alignment is challenging for these low-
intensity measurements, since the sample θ offset (which corresponds
to the separation between Qx and the actual scattering rod from the
nanowires) increases at larger Qx. Of course, the sensitivity of the
measured intensity to a small angular offset is also highly dependent
on the Qx and Qz resolution. Therefore, we performed measurements
of the observed spin-flip peak (Figure 2d) in low fields at a series of
three nanowire θ offsets across a 1° range near the ideal alignment.
These measurements demonstrated that the Qx trajectories near θ = 0
fully capture the scattering along the rod parallel to the nanowire axis
in the Q region relevant for this magnetic reflection. In the Qx region
of interest from 0.0 to 0.45 nm−1, the introduced θ offset ranges from
approximately 0.0° to 1.1°. We find that all scans show minimal shift in
peak location (Figure 2d) and reach background intensity at
approximately the same Qx (<0.45 nm−1). The invariance of the
peak location with offset angle suggests that the true peak does indeed
occur at very low Q, where we are highly sensitive to the scattering rod
along the nanowire axis and distortions will be minimal. Thus, we find
that the conclusions of this experiment are robust and not affected by
either nanowire alignment.
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